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Abstract—Microstrip patch antenna (MPA) plays key role in the wireless communication. The research is continuing going to design and 

optimization of the antenna for various advance application such as 5G and IOT. Artificial intelligence based techniques such as machine 

learning is also capable to optimize the parameter values and make prediction model based on the given dataset. This research paper shows the 

machine learning based techniques to optimize the microstrip patch antenna parameters with the performance improvement in terms of accuracy, 

Mean Squared Error, and Mean Absolute Error. The antenna optimization process may be greatly accelerated using this data-driven simulation 

technique. Additionally, the advantages of evolutionary learning and dimensionality reduction methods in antenna performance analysis are 

discussed. To analyze the antenna bandwidth and improve the performance parameters is the main concern of this work. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The wireless technology is growing day by day. The 

antenna plays very important for wireless communication. The 

current mobile communication and wireless technology is 

working under 4th generation communication and in very near 

future the technology is switching into the 5G communication. 

The microstrip patch antenna (MPA) design is very useful for 

the electronics gadgets or communication form the small size 

device. MPA is light in size, small and high gain oriented. 

There are so many antenna designs and the patterns in the 

recent years.   

The frequency range of the 5G communication is divided 

into the majorly 2 categories-  

Lower frequency range- 3GHz to 8GHz, the current 

wireless mobile communication is lie at less than 3GHz, the 

Wi-Fi frequency range is also 2.4GHz. Due to much 

application there is very high traffic in this frequency range.  

Higher frequency range- 18GHz to 100 GHz, the satellite 

and radar communication is mostly lie in this frequency range. 

The current technology doesn’t meet the constraints of the 5G 

communication so need some enhancement in the conventional 

wireless communication optimization algorithm and the 

physical antenna structure [3].  

MPA design and parameters optimization is new dimension 

among the antenna researchers.   Now days, the artificial 

intelligence based techniques is applicable in the many of the 

research and practical applications like 5th generation internet 

based communication or the IOT devices communication 

application.  

 
Figure 1: MPA [18] 

The recent developed antenna pattern is presenting in the 

above figure 1. The antenna array (multiple similar small 

structure in same size or dimension) is using for the current 

wireless communication application. MIMO has some 

drawback in terms of the power dissipation and multiple ports 

cost so the researchers are opting the antenna array patter. In 

the array structure there is only single port to give the power to 

the antenna while the MIMO provides the multiple port to give 

the power to the designed antenna.  

There are various techniques for the optimization of the 

antenna dimension and the performance parameters like 
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bandwidth, return loss, gain directivity etc. The machine 

learning technique is more efficient for the optimization and the 

analysis of the prediction model. 

This paper is organized into the V different sections. The 

section or part I is presents the overview of the MPA, 5G and 

AI for optimization. The part II of this paper present the 

literature background. The III section provides methodology 

discussion. The part number IV provides simulation work and 

the result discussion and part number V shows the conclusion 

of this research.     

The main objective of our work is- 

• To predict or to analyze the antenna bandwidth 

effectively. 

• To implement the different machine learning 

regression algorithm such as random forest regressor 

and decision tree regressor. 

• To enhance the overall performance for classification 

algorithms.       

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

C. Liu et al., presents machine learning techniques to be 

used to produce intelligent designs of metamaterials. Some 

recent efforts have used machine learning methods to 

effectively design the S-parameters of coding metamaterials. 

[1]. L. Zhang et al., present a metasurface antenna with dual T-

shaped antenna components, and we apply deep learning 

techniques to improve the antenna's geometric characteristics. 

The suggested antenna has a resonance frequency between 7.9 

and 13 GHz. For 13 GHz, the maximum gain is 16.58 dBi [2]. 

J. Nan et al., presents the whole fractal antenna structure 

and the notch structure of the MIMO antenna have both been 

optimally designed using the proposed model, and their S-

parameters are in good agreement with the requirements and 

design goals. The DBN-ELM method outperforms other 

common modelling approaches on the same training samples 

(with an assessed root mean square error of 11.87 percent for 

the fractal antenna and 3.56 percent for the MIMO antenna) 

[3].  

N. Kurniawati et al., find that three estimators have a small 

mean absolute error (MAE) for gain, while two have a small 

mean squared error (MSE). Using a total of eight estimators 

yields the smallest average and maximum standard errors for 

VSWR [4]. M. Lan et al., present the numerous transmitters, 

the channel, and the receiver, and an auto encoder is used to 

reduce the chance of transmission errors at both ends of the 

chain. The proposed NN-based transceiver outperforms state-

of-the-art approaches in simulations by reducing the chance of 

transmission errors and showing greater resistance to changes 

in channel characteristics [5].  

G. Gampala et al., involves solving a variant of the original 

antenna design. Therefore, depending on the convergence 

criteria of the chosen method and the time spent during each 

iteration; the overall time needed to optimize a particular 

antenna design might vary significantly. With the use of 

machine learning, an antenna designer may create a trained 

mathematical model that is a faithful reproduction of the 

original antenna design and then optimize it. When a trained 

model is used, hundreds of optimization iterations may be 

executed in a matter of seconds [7].  

M. Lan et al., suggested technique uses a deep neural 

network (NN) to represent the numerous transmitters, the 

channel, and the receiver, and an auto encoder is used to reduce 

the chance of transmission errors at both ends of the chain. 

Furthermore, the confidence interval approach is used to 

examine the connection between the number of training 

samples and the chance of transmission errors [8]. M. Chen et 

al., describe in depth the method of preparing the training data 

and how an auxiliary detection network drastically decreases 

the size of the training set. After the training phase is complete, 

the DOAs may be determined using the most recent input data 

[9].  

X. Li, X. Qiu, et al., presents the ultra wide-band antenna 

pattern for the IOT application and obtained the better return 

loss and the bandwidth with improved optimization techniques 

[10]. P. Yang et al., present a new framework for inexpensive 

link adaptation in SM-MIMO systems. In particular, we first 

change the traditional optimization-driven choices for SM-

transmit MIMO's antenna selection (TAS) and power allocation 

(PA) into data-driven prediction issues. In order to get answers 

that are compatible with statistics, supervised-learning 

classifiers (SLC) are created [14].  

T. Imai et al shows the radio propagation prediction using 

deep learning and convolutional neural networks is presented 

by CNNs. This research clarifies the performance of our 

proposed model [15] M. E. et al by using the findings of an 

examination of the behaviours of map-parameters input to a 

CNN. H. Given the growth and variety of available data, 

powerful processing, and affordable data storage, Machine.’s 

Learning has garnered a lot of interest as a technique to 

uncover optimal solutions in a wide variety of domains [16]. 

R. Tiwari et al., presents the arrays of MPAs, as shown by 

are another promising area for 5G antenna research and 

development. This study introduces a novel design for a faulty 

ground structure microstrip antenna array, which may be 

implemented in wireless communication devices for usage in a 
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5G network. CST microwave studio is used to create a digital 

model of the proposed antenna and run simulations [17].  

R. Tiwari et al., the CST studio is used for antenna design, 

while the Python spyder 3.7 software is used for optimization. 

We find better performance by analyzing metrics like accuracy, 

MAE, and MSE. Predictions of antenna properties using the 

suggested random forest ML approach have a 99.56 percent 

success rate [18].   

It can be seen that the RF classifier has achieved the highest 

accuracy. This is expected as it has been reported that Random 

Forest is appropriate for high dimensional data modeling 

because it can handle missing values and can handle 

continuous, categorical and binary data [20]. By using machine 

learning, humans can be facilitated through the automation 

process with one of the implementations used in everyday life 

is in the field of customer service where a bot can answer and 

provide information about an existing activity or program [21]. 

In [22], the researchers focused on the theoretical 

comparisons between different auto modeling approaches. 

Together with Template Matching the author also used Moving 

Window to find specified object within the image. Template 

Matching technique is also discussed in [23][24]. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The methodology is described with the help of following 

work flow diagram- 

 
Figure 2: Work Flow 

 

The microstrip metamaterials antenna dataset for this 

system is gathered from a dataset source [19]. The antenna 

parameters optimization is performed using the machine 

learning techniques.   

This dataset have some features and parameter name like gain, 

VSWR, bandwidth, return loss with numerical values. Figure 2 

presents the work flow of the proposed research work. Now 

apply the steps to make the prediction model and optimize the 

bandwidth parameter of antenna.  

The following sub modules are involved in the entire 

process of optimization of the antenna parameters. 

• Data selection 

• Pre-processing 

• Dimension reduction 

• K-means clustering 

• Training and testing Data splitting  

• Regression Classification 

• Result generation and analysis 

 

The steps of the prediction and optimization process is as- 

• Load dataset into the python spyder software. 

• Now preprocessing of the dataset, here handles the 

missing values of the dataset. 

• Next step to extract the data features in term of the 

target prediction parameter name and values. 

• The dataset is splitted into 2 parts, training and the 

testing of the data. The 70-80% data is divided into the 

training phase and 20-30% is for the testing phase. 

• Now implement the k-means clustering technique to 

make group of the data 

• Now apply machine learning regression technique 

such as random-forest-regression (RFR) and Decision-

Tree-Regressor (DTR) for making relation between 

independent and the independent variables. 

• Finally the proposed machine learning approach 

provides the prediction class of the optimized 

parameter performance such as MAE, MSE, RMSE 

and accuracy.   

 

Data-selection- The data selection process is considered 

for analysing the bandwidth. In python, with the help of 

panda’s package we have to read an input data. 

 

Data Pre-processing- It is the process to remove the 

unsupported format of data values or features. 

 

Dimension Reduction- In this process; implement the 

feature selection such as principle component analysis (PCA). 

 

Clustering- In this our process, implement the k-means 

for clustering or make a group. 

 

Data Splitting- For the training of the system, the entire 

dataset is splitted in to the training and the testing dataset.  

  

Classification- In this process the random forest 

regressor and decision tree regressor technique is used to 
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classify the prediction values and the feature. The bandwidth 

is considered in the y matrix or prediction class.  

 

Result Analysis- The overall performance parameters 

results is generated using some standard formulas-  

Mean-Absolute-Error (MAE) is a use to measure the 

accuracy of a given model. It is calculated as: 

Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) is use to measure the 

prediction error of a model. It is calculated as: 

Accuracy- It provides the overall reliability of the 

predicated model. 

Accuracy = (True Positive + True Negative)/ (True 

Positive + True Negative + False Positive + False Negative) 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation of the research work is performed using 

Python spyder 3.7 software. The simulation results discussion 

is as followings-  

 
Figure 3: Dataset 

Figure 3 presents the dataset frame in the python 

environment. This dataset contain total 572 rows data values. 

This dataset contain features like gain, VSWR, bandwidth etc. 

 

 
Figure 4: Data selection 

Figure shows the selection of the data process in the python 

console.  

 
Figure 5: Clustering 

Figure 5 provides the k means cluster algorithm to grouping 

the data.  

 
Figure 6: X train 

Figure 6 provides the x train data values, the total data are 

divided into the 2 part, the 70-80% data is used for the training. 

X train consider 429 data out of 572. 

 

 
Figure 7: X test 

Figure 7 provides the x test data values, the 20-30 % data is 

used for the testing. X test consider 143 data out of 572. 
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Figure 8: Y train 

Figure 8 provides the y train dataset values. The y train is 

the selected feature of the main dataset. Here y train considers 

429 data out of 572. 

 
Figure 9: Y test 

Figure 9 provides the y test dataset values. This y test data 

is used for the validation of the machine learning techniques. Y 

test consider 143 data out of 572. 

 
Figure 10: Analyse bandwidth -RFR 

Figure 10 provides the bandwidth analysis using the 

Random forest Regressor (RFR) method. The actual value and 

predicted value is very closer, it provide the 99.56% accuracy. 

 
Figure 11: Analyse bandwidth -DTR 

Figure 11 provides the bandwidth analysis using the 

Decision Tree Regressor (DTR) method. The actual value and 

predicted value is very closer, it provide the 99.80% accuracy. 

 

Table 1: Simulation Scenario 

Sr No Parameter Value (%) 

1. System Windows  10 

2. PC RAM 8 GB 

3. PC Hard disk 1 TB 

4. Software Python 

5. IDE Spyder 

6. Version 3.7 

 

Table 2: Simulation results of RFR 

Sr No Parameter Value (%) 

1 MAE 0.437 

2 MSE 5.04 

3 RMSE 2.24 

4 Accuracy 99.56 

 

Table 3: Simulation results of DTR 

Sr No Parameter Value (%) 

1 MAE 0.198 

2 MSE 0.538 

3 RMSE 2.24 

4 Accuracy 99.80 

 

Table 4: Result Comparison on bandwidth analysis 

Sr 

No 

Parameter Existing 

Work [1] 

Method-1 Method-2 

1 MAE (%) 1.4093 0.437 0.198 

2 MSE (%) 32.4080 5.04 0.538 

3 Accuracy 

(%) 

Not Define 99.56 99.80 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The MPA bandwidth parameter optimization model is 

presented in this research work. The machine learning based 

decision tree regressor and random forest regressor techniques 

is implemented using python software. The simulation results 

the value of MAE is 0.437% and 0.198% in the proposed 

techniques while 1.4093% in the existing work. Similar the 

value of MSE is 5.04% and 0.538 % in the proposed and 

32.4080% in the existing. The overall accuracy optimized of 

the RFR model is 99.56% and DTF model is 99.80%. In the 

future work, we would want to combine the two separate 

machine learning techniques implementation to make 

optimization model. More number of the antenna parameters 

will be optimized and analyze.  
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